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Abstract
Despite the great progress made by deep neural net-
works in the semantic segmentation task, traditional neural-
network-based methods typically suffer from a shortage of
large amounts of pixel-level annotations. Recent progress
in few-shot semantic segmentation tackles the issue by uti-
lizing only a few pixel-level annotated examples. However,
these few-shot approaches cannot easily be applied to uti-
lize image-level weak annotations, which can easily be ob-
tained and considerably improve performance in the se-
mantic segmentation task. In this paper, we advance the
few-shot segmentation paradigm towards a scenario where
image-level annotations are available to help the training
process of a few pixel-level annotations. Specifically, we
propose a new framework to learn the class prototype rep-
resentation in the metric space by integrating image-level
annotations. Furthermore, a soft masked average pool-
ing strategy is designed to handle distractions in image-
level annotations. Extensive empirical results on PASCAL-
5i show that our method can achieve 5.1% and 8.2% in-
creases of mIoU score for one-shot settings with pixel-level
and scribble annotations, respectively.
1. Introduction
Semantic segmentation, one of the most challenging
tasks in computer vision, aims to assign a categorical label
to each pixel of an image according to its enclosing object
or region. In the past few years, a number of deep-neural-
network-based approaches such as FCN [15], DeepLab [1]
and PSPNet [35] have been proposed for the semantic seg-
mentation task. However, these approaches typically re-
quire large-scale pixel-level annotations for training their
model parameters, which are expensive to obtain. Some
weakly- and semi-supervised segmentation models were
proposed to reduce the dependence on pixel-level annotated
data but still suffer from the issue of model generalization,
which makes them hard to be applied to unseen categories.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the study
of few-shot learning [30, 5, 6, 27], which is learning a novel
concept with a few labeled examples, mostly focusing on
the image classification task. The purpose of the few-shot
segmentation problem is to learn a model that can perform
segmentation on novel classes with only a few pixel-level
annotated images. Existing studies [3, 31, 33] on few-
shot segmentation are based on meta learning, where the
model learns a metric space across different training tasks
to employ segmentation on new classes with similarity mea-
surements, like distance-based or deep metric-based meth-
ods. However, the current setup of each episode is different
from how humans learn new concepts in many dimensions,
which may limit the learning ability of the model. For in-
stance, by showing a few annotated examples and a set of
unlabeled images that contain the target object, even if the
location of the target object in the image is not specified,
humans are still capable of inferring various forms of a new
concept and learning some extra knowledge from these un-
labeled images.
To better mimic human learning behaviors, we consider
a new scenario where the segmentation of novel classes are
learned in the combination of pixel- and image-level an-
notations, which is shown in Figure 1. Specifically, in a
N -way K-shot segmentation task, we aim to perform seg-
mentation on the query images with K pixel-level and L
image-level annotated images from each of the N classes.
It is worth emphasizing that mixing strong (pixel-level) and
weak (image-level) annotations is a widely used setting to
improve the model performance in the existing semantic
segmentation works [19, 8, 16, 28]. But this paper is the
first time to consider doing so in the few-shot segmentation
task. Such image-level labeled images could be obtained
from crowd-sourcing or existing public image datasets like
ImageNet [23]. In many cases, it may be much easier for a
human to determine the existence of the target object in the
image than making a pixel-level annotation.
To the best of our knowledge, our proposed approach is
the first few-shot semantic segmentation model that can in-
tegrate weak image-level annotations into traditional pixel-
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Figure 1. Illustration of a 1-way 1-shot with 2 image-level auxiliary images semantic segmentation task. Our objective is to optimize
the class representation in the metric space by using image-level labeled data. FSIL first maps the support, auxiliary, and query images
into embedding features and extracts the original prototype from the support set (circles, rectangles, and triangles, respectively). Then
it segments the image-level labeled images via original prototypes and re-feeds the embedding features of pixels with high prediction
confidence into the prototype extraction. The integrated prototypes are obtained by incorporating those weak annotation images.
level labels. It is nontrivial to consider both pixel-level and
image-level labels simultaneously in the few-shot seman-
tic segmentation task because of 1) the discrepancies be-
tween pixel-level segmentation labels and image-level weak
annotation; and 2) the distraction of segmentation object
in image-level annotations. To tackle the above issues,
we propose a few-shot semantic segmentation model aug-
mented with image-level labels (FSIL), as shown in Fig-
ure 1. To sum up, our main contributions are as follows:
We first propose a class prototype augmentation method to
learn the prototype representation in the metric space by
utilizing image-level annotations. Moreover, we propose
a soft-masked average pooling strategy for enhanced proto-
type generation to handle distraction in image-level annota-
tion. In addition, extensive empirical results on PASCAL-5i
show that our FSIL method can achieve 5.1% and 8.2% in-
creases in mIoU score for one-shot settings with pixel-level
and scribble annotations, respectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related work in the few-shot semantic seg-
mentation and weakly-supervised segmentation categories.
Section 3 provides a formal problem formulation. The pro-
posed FSIL model is presented in Section 4. In Section
5, the experimental results are analyzed and the paper con-
cludes with a summary of our work in Section 6.
2. Related Work
The prior work related to this paper is summarized below
in the categories of semi- and weakly-supervised segmen-
tation, few-shot learning and few-shot semantic segmenta-
tion.
2.1. Semi-supervised and Weakly-supervised Seg-
mentation
In light of the expensive cost of annotated pixel-level la-
bels, the segmentation task has recently received increas-
ing interest in the semi-and weakly-supervised training
schemes. Weakly-supervised methods aim to use weak la-
bels like image-level class labels [19, 32] and bounding
boxes [2, 12] to train the segmentation model, achieving the
similar performance as supervised models. And the general
idea of existing work [28, 10, 17] on the semi-supervised
segmentation task is to employ a GAN-based method that
learns the distribution of images and generate additional im-
ages to improve the performance of the segmentation net-
work. However, these approaches still require large training
sets, which limits their widespread use in real applications.
2.2. Few-shot Learning
Few-shot learning aims to learn general knowledge that
can be applied to learn a novel class with a few examples.
Most of the proposed methods are deep meta-learning mod-
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els, which try to optimize the base learner using learning
experiences from multiple similar tasks. One class of exist-
ing methods for few-shot learning is gradient-based meth-
ods, which aim to adapt the model to a novel class within
a few fine-tuning updates [5, 6, 11]. The typical model in
this class is MAML [5] which learns the initial parameters
of the base learner to make the model fast adapt to a novel
task. Finn et al. [6] extends it with a probabilistic algorithm
to train with variational approximation. Another class of
few-shot learning approaches is metric learning, which is
learning a metric space across different tasks [13, 30, 27].
Prototypical Network [27] takes an average over all sam-
ple embedding to present each class and performs nearest-
neighbor matching to classify data. Relation Network [29]
replaces distance-based prediction with a learning relation
module to compare the relation between each class.
2.3. Few-shot Semantic Segmentation
The few-shot semantic segmentation task is first solved
by using the support branch to predict the weights of the
last layer in the query branch [24]. AMP [25] adopts a sim-
ilar idea in which the convolutional filters of the final query
segmentation layer are imprinted by the embedding of the
support set. Most of the existing approaches on few-shot se-
mantic segmentation are proposed based on metric learning
methods [3, 33, 31, 18]. CANet [33] employs the same em-
bedding module for both the support and query sets, and it
learns a dense comparison module to a segment. Prototype
learning-based methods are performed on the few-shot seg-
mentation problem [3, 31]. PANet [31] takes the averaged
feature embedding in a pixel-level as the class prototype and
trains the metric space with prototype alignment constrains
between support and query prototypes.
3. Problem Setting
Our purpose is that a model trained on a large labeled
dataset Dtrain can make a segmentation prediction on a
testing dataset Dtest with a few annotated examples. The
class set Ctrain in Dtrain has no overlap with Dtest, i.e.,
Ctest ∩ Ctrain = ∅. Following previous work [31, 33],
we adopted an episodic paradigm in the few-shot segmen-
tation task. In particular, given an N -way, K-shot task, a
set of episodic Ttrain and Ttest are sampled from Dtrain
and Dtest, respectively. Each episode e is composed by
1) a support set Se = {(Isi ,Msi )}N×Ki=1 , containing K
(image,mask) pairs for each of the N categories in the
foreground, where (Isi ,M
s
i ) represents the pair of support
image Isi and its corresponding binary mask M
s
i for the
foreground class, 2) a query set Qe = {(Iqj ,Mqj )}Qj=1,
which contains Q different query sample pairs (Iqj ,M
q
j )
from the same N categories, and 3) an auxiliary set Ai =
{Iat }N×Vt=1 , containing V image-level labeled images Iat for
each of the same N categories, but no pixel-level annota-
tion is available. The set of all target classes in the fore-
ground for episode e denotes as Ce, and |Ce| = N . For
each episode e, the model is supposed to segment images
from Qe with the combination of Se and Ae. As each fore-
ground class c contains many pixel-level labeled data pairs
and image-level labeled data, the model is trained on differ-
ent combination-samples avoiding over-fitting.
4. Model
To introduce our model, we first show a global view
of the framework. Then we describe the first stage of
the model: prototype representation learning. Finally, we
introduce the second stage of the model, which contains
soft-masked average pooling, distilled soft-masked average
pooling, and an iterative fusion module.
4.1. Overall Architecture
We propose a new framework that can solve the few
shot segmentation problem with a combination of pixel- and
image-level labeled data. The main idea of our model is to
learn a better prototype representation of the class by fusing
the knowledge from the image-level labeled data. Specifi-
cally, the original prototypes are first obtained on the sup-
port set and are used to classify these image-level annotated
images. The most confidently predicted pixels are added to
the support set with the prediction of the original prototypes
as the pseudo labels. To this end, we propose a novel proto-
type fusion strategy that contains the distilled soft-masked
average pooling method and iterative fusion module. Fig-
ure 2 shows an overview of our model. In particular, for
each episode, it first obtains the embedding features of the
support, auxiliary, and query images via the feature en-
coder module. The original prototypes are computed by
using masked average pooling over the support feature and
mask. Then the Iterative Fusion Module (IFM) segments
the image-level labeled images via the original prototypes
and re-feeds the embedding features of those image-level
labeled features with the proposed distilled soft-masked av-
erage pooling method. In the end, we predict the mask of
the query image by the fused prototypes obtained from the
Iterative Fusion module.
4.2. Prototype Representation Learning
Inspired by Wang et al. [31], we represent each category
of segmentation task as a prototype in the metric space. The
original class-specific prototypes are obtained by employ-
ing masked average pooling over the support set, which av-
erages the features of the pixels only belonging to the sup-
port classes, and each pixel of the query image is labeled by
its nearest prototypes in the metric space. Thus, the proto-
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed network structure. The support, auxiliary, and query images are embedded into deep features via the
feature encoder. Then the model employs masked average pooling over the support set to get the original prototypes. Iterative Fusion
Module (IFM) segments the image-level labeled images via original prototypes and re-feeds the embedding features of pixels with the
proposed distilled soft-masked average pooling. The fused prototyeps are obtained via the IFM and are used to segment query images.
Lsup and Lqry denote the standard cross entropy loss between the segmentation results and the ground truth of the support set and query
set, respectively.
type pc of the foreground class c is defined as follows:
pc =
1
|Sce |
 ∑
(Isi ,M
s
i )∈Sce
MP(Isi ,M
s
i )
 , (1)
where MP(Isi ,M
s
i ) =
∑
xj∈Isi ,yj∈Msi f(xj)yj∑
yj∈Msi yj
(2)
where Sce ⊂ Se is the subset of support belonging to class c.
We have Isi = {xj}w×hj=1 and Msi = {yj}w×hj=1 , where w and
h denote the width and height of the image, respectively.
f(·) is defined as a feature encoder function that encodes the
image to the feature space and MP(·) denotes the masked
average pooling function. Moreover, the background pro-
totype pb is computed by averaging all the features of the
pixels that do not belong to any foreground class in Ce.
Accordingly, we obtain a prototype set containing all
prototypes for each episode e, i.e., Pe = {pc|c ∈ Ce} ∪
{pb}. Then we compute the distances between embedding
features of each pixel i in the image andPe. The probability
of i belonging to class c, i.e., ŷci , is formed as follows:
ŷci =
exp(−d(f(xi), pc))∑
pc∈Pe exp(−d(f(xi), pc))
, (3)
yˆi = argmax
c
ŷci , (4)
where yˆi denotes the predicted class label of the pixel i.
Following previous work [31], the distance function d(·) is
adopted as the cosine distance multiplying a factor α, and
the multiplier α is fixed at 20.
4.3. Prototype Fusion with Soft-masked Average
Pooling
Our model enhances the prototypes by extracting more
class representation knowledge from the additional image-
level annotations. The most intuitive way to incorporate
those image-level annotations is to obtain their pseudo
masks by employing the segmentation prediction method
in Eq.4 and directly adding them into the support set. How-
ever, this process may introduce some noise into the sup-
port set. Since the original prototypes can be biased due to
data scarcity, it may lead to inaccurate prediction results of
image-level labeled data. To tackle this issue, we propose
a soft-masked pooling method. Instead of assigning the
same weight to each pixel belonging to the support class, we
give them a partial assignment based on their probability of
falling into the class. Pixels with lower predicted confidence
would get lower weights preventing them from distracting
the original prototypes. Specifically, for each foreground
class c, we first compute the predicted probability map
Y ai,c = {yˆcj}w×hj=1 and pseudo binary mask Mˆai,c = {zj}w×hj=1
of Iai based on Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, where the indicator zj is set
to 1 if yˆj = c. A pseudo mask set Re = {(Y ai , Mˆai )}N×Vi=1
is obtained for Ae. Then, we compute the representative
vector by averaging the pixels within the object regions on
the feature map. Thus, the soft-masked average pooling can
4
be formed as:
SMP(Iai , Y
a
i , Mˆ
a
i ) =
∑
xj∈Iai ,yˆj∈Y ai ,zj∈Mˆai f(xj)yˆjzj∑
yˆj∈Y ai ,zj∈Mˆai yˆjzj
(5)
In this way, the original prototypes can be enhanced by
incorporating partial of image-level labeled samples. The
fused prototypes can be computed as follows:
p˜c =
1
|Sce |+ |Ace|
(
∑
(Isi ,M
s
i )∈Sce
MP(Isi ,M
s
i )
+
∑
Iaj ∈Ace,
(Y aj ,Mˆ
a
j )∈Rce
SMP(Iaj , Y
a
j , Mˆ
a
j )),
(6)
where Ace ⊂ Ae and Rce ⊂ Re are the subset of auxiliary
set and pseudo mask with respect to class c, respectively.
4.4. Prototype Fusion with Distilled Soft-masked
Average Pooling
In our problem setting, each image-level labeled image
contains at least one foreground class in the episode. There-
fore, the categories of referred segmentation mask belong to
at least two of the N + 1 classes (including the background
class), which means there is no distractor in the image-level
labeled dataset Ae. However, when computing the proto-
type of background class, we treat all pixels not belonging
to foreground classes as the same category. That means we
cannot guarantee two support sets have similar background
class representation even if their foreground classes are the
same. Moreover, the image-level annotated images may
contain an unseen object that does not show up in the back-
ground or does not belong to any foreground class in the
support set. For example, in Figure 1, the second image in
the auxiliary set has some potted plants in the background,
which is never seen in the support set.
Under this circumstance, features of unlabeled pixels
could still get a pseudo label with higher confidence even
if they are far away from all prototypes in the metric space.
So the uncertainty of these unseen objects in images may
reduce the accuracy of fused prototypes. To alleviate the
issue, we use a filter strategy for each prototype when ap-
plying soft-masked average pooling over those unlabeled
images, which is called distilled soft-masked average pool-
ing. Inspired by [22], we try to compute a threshold γc
based on the statistics of the distances between pixels and
the prototypes. Specifically, we first compute the distance
dcj between the prototype pc and the pixel j, and obtain
distance matrix Dci of image I
a
i for the prototype pc, i.e.
Dci = {dcj}w×hj=1 . Then normalized distance set D˜c is ob-
tained by normalizing each distance from the distance set
Dc = {Dci }N×Vi=1 . Finally, the filter threshold γc for the
prototype pc in each episode e is defined as follows:
γc = MLP([min
i,j
(D˜ci,j),max
i,j
(D˜ci,j),
var
i,j
(D˜ci,j), skew
i,j
(D˜ci,j), kurt
i,j
(D˜ci,j ])
(7)
For each foreground class c, the distraction indicator τi of
pixel i can be computed as follows:
τi =
{
1, d(f(xi), pc) < γc,
0, otherwise.
(8)
The indicator Hai = {τj}w×hj=1 of Iai for each N categories
is applied to filter some pixels that are not worth consider-
ing. The indicator set He is defined as He = {Hai }N×Vi=1 .
This way, the model is forced to only extract objective class-
related pixels instead of considering the whole image which
may contain novel object classes in the background. There-
fore, the Eq.6 for the fused prototype computation can be
updated as follows:
p˜c =
1
|Sce |+ |Ace|
(
∑
(Isi ,M
s
i )∈Sce
MP(Isi ,M
s
i )
+
∑
Iaj ∈Ace,Haj ∈Hce,
(Y aj ,Mˆ
a
j )∈Rce
SMP(Iaj , Y
a
j , H
a
j  Mˆaj )), (9)
where  is the element-wise product between two vectors,
and Hce ⊂ He is the subset of indicator set belonging to
class c.
4.5. Iterative Fusion Module
Intuitively, if the knowledge extracted from the image-
level annotations in the auxiliary set can improve the per-
formance of our model, we can also utilize the image-level
annotated images from the query set. Previous work [33]
found that the initial prediction is an important clue about
the rough position of the objects. Accordingly, we can up-
date the fused prototype with the image-level annotations
from query set as follows:
p˜c =
1
|Sce |+ |Ace|+ |Qce|
(
∑
(Isi ,M
s
i )∈Sce
MP(Isi ,M
s
i )
+
∑
Iaj ∈Ace,Haj ∈Hce,
(Y aj ,Mˆ
a
j )∈Rce
SMP(Iaj , Y
a
j , H
a
j  Mˆaj )
+
∑
Iqk∈Qce,Hqj∈H′ce,
(Y qj ,Mˆ
q
j )∈R′ce
SMP(Iqj , Y
q
j , H
q
j  Mˆqj ))
(10)
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Here R′ce and H′ce are the pseudo mask set and indicator
set of query set Q in episode e, respectively. As the orig-
inal prototypes are inevitably biased due to data scarcity,
the confidence of the initial probability maps of those im-
ages may not be high enough to be considered. Therefore,
we iteratively repeat the refinement for several steps to op-
timize the fusion prototypes in the Iterative Fusion Mod-
ule (IFM). This process is shown in Figure 2. In particular,
we first compute the probability maps via the original pro-
totypes and re-feeds the embedding features with distilled
soft-masked average pooling to the IFM. Then we alterna-
tively use fused prototypes in the last epoch to compute the
probability maps.
To avoid diluting the knowledge learned from the sup-
port set during IFM, we adopt a similar idea from [31] to
compute theLsup. Different from predicting a segmentation
mask on the support image by using the prototypes obtained
from the prediction results of the query set, we compute the
probability maps of support images and query images via
the fused prototypes P˜e = {p˜c|c ∈ Ce} ∪ {p˜b}. Then com-
pute Lsup and Lqry by applying the standard cross-entropy
function on their probability maps and pixel-level ground
truth annotations, respectively. Thus the loss function for
training our model is L = Lsup + Lqry. This way, the
model is forced to learn a consistent embedding space and
retain the knowledge from the support set when integrating
the prototypes.
5. Experiments
5.1. Setup
5.1.1 Datasets
We evaluate the performance of our model on two common
few-shot segmentation datasets: PASCAL-5i and COCO-
20i. PASCAL-5i dataset is proposed by Shaban et.al [24]
and is created from PASCAL VOC 2012 [4] with SBD [7]
augmentation. The 20 categories in PASCAL VOC are
evenly divided into 4 splits, each containing 5 categories.
We use the rest of the images that do not have segmenta-
tion labels but have category information in PASCAL VOC
2012 as the auxiliary set. Similarly, COCO-20i is built from
MS COCO [14] and 80 categories are split into 4 folds. For
fair comparison, we adopt the same split strategy as the pre-
vious work [31]. As all images in MS COCO have its cor-
responding segmentation label, we use images in its vali-
dation folder as the reliable set. Models are trained on 3
splits and evaluated on the rest one in a cross-validation
fashion for both datasets. Following the same scheme for
testing [31], we average the results from 5 runs with differ-
ent random seeds, each run containing 1,000 episodes to get
stable results. Nquery = 1 is used for all experiments.
5.1.2 Evaluation Metric
We adopt two common metrics in the few-shot segmenta-
tion task [31, 33, 24] to evaluate the model performance:
mean-IoU and binary-IoU. Concretely, mean-IoU calcu-
lates the Intersection-over-Union of each class and takes
the average IoU over all foreground classes. Binary-IoU
ignores the difference between categories and treats all ob-
ject categories in the support set as one foreground class and
averages the IoU of foreground and background. As mean-
IoU considers the differences between foreground classes,
it can reflect the model performance more accurately than
binary-IoU. Thus, we mainly use mean-IoU to report the
experiment results.
5.1.3 Implementation details
We adopt a VGG-16 [26] network as the feature extractor
following conventions. The first 5 convolutional blocks in
VGG-16 are kept for feature extraction and the layers af-
ter the 5th convolutional block are removed. To maintain
large spatial resolution, the stride of the maxpool4 layer
is equal to 1. The convolutions in the conv5 block are re-
placed by dilated convolutions with rates 2 to enlarge the re-
ceptive field. For the MLP used in the distilled soft-masked
pooling, we use a single hidden layer with 20 hidden units
with a tanh non-linearity. For implementation, we use Py-
torch [20]. Following previous work [34, 31, 18], we pre-
train the CNN on ImageNet [23]. All images are resized to
417 × 417 and augmented by random horizontal flipping.
The network is trained end-to-end by SGD with a learning
rate of 1e-3, momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 5e-4.
We train the model in 20,000 iterations and the batch size
is 1. The learning rate is reduced by 0.1 after 10,000 itera-
tions.
5.2. Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods
5.2.1 PASCAL
We first compare our model with the state-of-the-art meth-
ods on PASCAL-5i dataset in 1-way segmentation. Table 1
shows the results in mean-IoU metric and Table 3 shows the
results in binary-IoU metric. For fair comparison, we quote
the result produced in VGG for the performance of [18].
Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art methods under
both evaluation metrics. Specifically, compared with [31] in
the mean-IoU metric, our model achieves an improvement
of 5.1% in the 1-way 1-shot task and 2% in the 5-shot task,
which means the combination of strong and weak annotated
images can improve the performance in the few-shot seg-
mentation task, especially when only one pixel-level anno-
tated image is available.
We also present the results in 2-way 1-shot and 5-shot
settings to validate the effectiveness of the model on multi-
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Table 1. Mean-IoU of 1-way 1-shot and 5-shot segmentation on PASCAL-5i.
Methods 1-shot 5-shotsplit-1 split-2 split-3 split-4 mean split-1 split-2 split-3 split-4 mean
OSLSM [24] 33.6 55.3 44.9 33.5 40.8 35.9 58.1 42.7 39.1 43.9
co-FCN [21] 36.7 50.6 44.9 32.4 41.1 37.5 50.0 44.1 33.9 41.4
PL [3] - - - - 42.7 - - - - 43.7
SG-One [34] 40.2 58.4 48.4 38.4 46.3 41.9 58.6 48.6 39.4 47.1
AMP [25] 41.9 50.2 46.7 34.7 43.4 51.8 64.6 59.8 46.5 55.7
FWB [18] 47.0 60.0 52.6 48.3 51.9 48.0 59.4 54.5 48.5 52.6
PANet [31] 42.3 58.0 51.1 41.2 48.1 51.8 64.6 59.8 46.5 55.7
FSIL 49.5 61.6 56.0 45.6 53.2 54.1 63.8 62.3 50.5 57.7
Table 2. Mean-IoU of 2-way 1-shot and 5-shot segmentation on PASCAL-5i.
Methods 1-shot 5-shotsplit-1 split-2 split-3 split-4 mean split-1 split-2 split-3 split-4 mean
SG-One [34] - - - - - - - - - 29.4
PANet [31] - - - - 45.1 - - - - 53.1
FSIL 47.7 60.0 53.3 46.0 51.8 49.1 60.7 58.6 48.2 54.2
Table 3. Binary-IoU of 1-way 1-shot and 5-shot segmentation on
PASCAL-5i.
Methods 1-shot 5-shot
FG-BG [21] 55.0 -
Fine-tuning [21] 55.1 55.6
OSLSM [24] 61.3 61.5
co-FCN [21] 60.1 60.2
PL [3] 61.2 62.3
A-MCG [9] 61.2 62.2
SG-One [34] 63.9 65.9
AMP [25] 62.2 63.8
PANet [31] 66.5 70.7
FSIL 67.0 71.9
way few-shot segmentation tasks, as shown in Table 2. Our
FSIL model outperforms previous works, especially on the
1-shot setting, surpassing the state-of-the-art method by
6.7%.
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Figure 3. Qualitative examples of 2-way 1-shot segmentation on
the PASCAL-5i.
Table 4. Mean-IoU of 1-way 1-shot and 5-shot segmentation on
COCO.
Method mean-IoU1-shot 5-shot
PANet [31] 20.9 29.7
FSIL 23.2 30.4
Table 4 shows the evaluation results on the MS COCO
dataset. Compared to PASCAL VOC, MS COCO has more
object categories, making the differences between two eval-
uation metrics more significant. Thus, we adopt mean-IoU
score to evaluate the performance. Our model outperforms
the previous PANet [31], which means that our model is
able to extract class-related knowledge from the image-level
annotations even if there are more unseen objects in it.
5.2.2 MS COCO.
5.2.3 Qualitative Results.
Fig. 4 shows some qualitative examples of in the 1-way 1-
shot settings on PASCAL-5i and MS COCO. The first two
rows in Fig.4 is on PASCAL-5i and the last two rows is on
MS COCO. Furthermore, the qualitative results on 2-way
1-shot are shown in Fig. 3.
5.3. Ablation Study
We implement extensive ablation experiments on the
PASCAL-5i dataset to evaluate the effectiveness of dif-
ferent components in our network by using the mean-IoU
metric in the 1-way 1-shot task. In Table 5, we compare
our model with two baseline models. The first one does
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Figure 4. Qualitative examples of 1-way 1-shot segmentation on the PASCAL-5i and MS COCO. Note that the first two rows are on
PASCAL-5i and the last two rows are on MS COCO.
not adopt the distilled strategy when applying soft-masked
pooling (DSMP), which is denoted as FSIL-Smp. The sec-
ond one does not employ an additional iterative fusion mod-
ule for the fused prototypes, i.e., the initial prediction from
FSIL(FSIL-Init).
Table 5. Ablation study on the choice of proposed module on 1-
way 1-shot segmentation task on PASCAL-5i. The combination
of both modules achieves the best performance.
DSMP IFM mean-IoU
FSIL-Smp X 51.0
FSIL-Init X 52.1
FSIL X X 53.2
As shown in Table 5, the distilled soft-masked pooling
method achieves a 2.2% improvement over the soft-masked
pooling method. In addition, the iterative fusion module
yields an improvement of 1.1% over the initial prediction.
The combination of both modules achieves the best perfor-
mance.
5.4. Analysis on the Number of Image-Level Anno-
tations
From Fig. 5, we observe the improvements of segmen-
tation performance when the number of image-level an-
notations increases in both the 1-shot and 5-shot learning.
Specifically, the improvement of 1-shot learning is larger
than 5-shot learning since the image-level annotations can
provide more useful information when the pixel-level anno-
tation is extremely limited. Moreover, we observe that the
performance of annotation number 25 is slightly worse than
20 in 5-shot learning. It is mainly caused by the image-level
annotations may introduce some distraction into the proto-
type representation.
5.5. Results on Weak Annotations
We evaluate FSIL with two types of weak annotations:
scribble and bounding box. The pixel-level annotations of
the support set are replaced by scribbles or bounding boxes.
For fair comparison, we use the same annotation generation
method proposed in [31]: scribbles are generated from the
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Figure 5. Model performance with different numbers of image-
level annotated images.
dense segmentation masks automatically and bounding box
is randomly chosen from instance mask.
Table 6. Mean-IoU of using different types of annotations on
PASCAL-5i.
Method Scribble Bounding Box Densed1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
PANet [31] 44.8 54.6 45.1 52.8 48.1 55.7
FSIL 53.0 57.3 51.9 56.2 53.2 57.7
As is shown in Table 6, for scribble annotations, our
model achieves significant improvements of 8.2% and 2.7%
in 1-shot and 5-shot tasks, respectively. This performance is
comparable to the result with an expensive pixel-level anno-
tated support set, which means our model works very well
with sparse annotations. In addition, with bounding box an-
notations, our model significantly outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods by 6.8% for the 1-shot task and 3.4% for the
5-shot task. This demonstrates that our model has a greater
ability to withstand the noise introduced by the background
area within the bounding box. Furthermore, the improve-
ments of the performance in weak annotations validate the
robustness of our model. Qualitative results of using scrib-
ble and bounding box annotations are shown in Fig. 6.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel weak annotation augmented few-
shot segmentation model is proposed to learn a refined pro-
totypes based on both pixel-level segmentation labels and
weak image-level annotations. To achieve this, we proposed
a new framework to learn the class prototype representation
in the metric space with the information of image-level an-
notations. Moreover, a soft masked average pooling method
is designed for handling distraction in image-level weak an-
notations. Our evaluation results demonstrated the superior-
ity of the proposed method over existing few-shot segmen-
tation models by a significant margin.
C
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C
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Bounding Box Annotation
Figure 6. Qualitative examples of 1-shot segmentation on the
PASCAL-5i with weak annotations.
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